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Macs Go Big
Posted Oct. 25, 2012 · Article

In this video, Holleh Neyestanki discusses how the corporation will be supporting employees who use Macintosh.

Graves Finds Failure Cause in RF Components
Posted Oct. 24, 2012 · Feature

Dr. Timothy Graves, laboratory manager, Space Materials
Laboratory, Engineering and Technology Group, received a 2012
President’s Achievement Award for “for pivotal contributions in
identifying and mitigating RF breakdown failure modes within
communication systems on multiple national security space
programs.”

Graves identified root-cause failure mechanisms within RF
components critical to customer missions — discovering and
characterizing new modes of electrical discharges called
multipaction that were responsible for overheating and failure of
RF system components.

Using Aerospace-developed facilities and expertise, Graves
performed unique tests and implemented new diagnostics to
replicate and understand observed anomalies. Through an
extensive research and hardware test program in the Aerospace
Multipaction Test Facility developed by him, Graves provided new

scientific insights into contamination effects and other contributing factors for previously unexplained events.

Using physics-based tests and Aerospace data, he was able to quantify and recommend safe operational power limits that contributed to component
redesigns and alterations in operations.

As the principal U.S. expert in multipaction phenomenology within Aerospace and the technical community, Graves assumed an exemplary
leadership role in exposing substantial risk to customer satellites.

Through his persistence and dedication, Graves educated customer, contractor, and Aerospace teams on the potential risks and guided these teams
toward effective solutions for operation of customer missions without major schedule delays or costly redesign efforts. His award was presented at a
ceremony on Sept. 20.

Steele Wins Award for Enhancing Aerospace’s Reputation
Posted Oct. 19, 2012 · Feature

Sabrina Steele, principal director, Corporate Communications
Directorate, Operations and Support Group, has been honored
with a President’s Achievement Award “for significantly enhancing

Eric Hamburg

Dr. Timothy Graves received a President's Achievement Award for his work in
uncovering the cause of RF system failures.
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Aerospace’s reputation as the premier technical resource for all
space endeavors.”

She received a stylized crystal eagle’s-wings statute representing
perfection and achievement, and a check for $12,500.

Steele led a multifaceted effort to increase Aerospace’s visibility as
the premier technical resource for national security, civil, and
commercial space endeavors. She planned and put into action a
series of initiatives over several years, resulting in a transformed
and broadened image of the corporation both within and outside of
the corporation’s traditional customer community.

Among the initiatives Steele conceived and led were:

Reinvigorating the corporate brand in a way that instantly communicates the value of Aerospace. This included a new look and feel as well as a
message and speech platform;

Enhancing corporate visibility through increased outreach to the news media, including two cover stories in Aviation Week, and high-profile
articles in Space News, the Los Angeles Times, and USA Today. This increased media visibility reached a high point during the September
2011 reentry of the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS). That event catapulted Aerospace into the global media environment, with a
tenfold increase in media coverage for the corporation;

Developing strategies for the corporation to increase its involvement with STEM programs, including Change the Equation and the Constitutional
Rights Foundation; and

Leading a number of initiatives that tell the corporation’s story, including her team’s support of the 50th anniversary special events and materials.

Steele has delivered extraordinary results in her efforts to create a positive image for the company, raise awareness of the company’s value, and
inspire confidence in its achievements throughout the space community and the public. She received the award at a ceremony in El Segundo on
Sept. 20.

Leadership Series: How You Affect Health Care Costs
Posted Oct. 18, 2012 · Article

In this Leadership Series video, Sabrina Steele, principal director of Corporate Communications, and Charlotte Lazar-Morrison,
general manager of Human Resources, discuss healthcare costs and how you can make a difference.

The following script forms the basis of the webcast discussion with Charlotte Lazar-Morrison on employee benefits at The Aerospace Corporation.
The script offers some specific data not expressed in the webcast, and is provided here in its entirety to offer more information about changes to the
employee benefits program.

Sabrina: Hello. I’m Sabrina Steele, principal director of Corporate Communications. I want to thank you for viewing this webcast. Today we’re going
to be talking about the company’s health care costs  and how employees can make a difference by becoming better health care consumers,
especially those enrolled in the Anthem Blue Cross PPO plan .

To address all these issues, I’m joined today by Charlotte Lazar-Morrison, general manager of Human Resources.

Welcome, Char, and thanks for joining me today.

Char: I’m glad to be here.

Sabrina: So, as I mentioned, today we’re here to talk about the Company’s health care plan and costs.  Can you give us a general overview of what
we’ll be looking at for 2013?

Eric Hamburg

Sabrina Steele was honored for enhancing the reputation and public visibility of The
Aerospace Corporation.
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Char: Yes. We’re looking at a couple of things that will be affecting the costs of our health care program:

The internal environment:  Our medical costs have increased from $30 million in FY 2008 to an estimated $41 million for FY 2013.  This is
before we make any plan design changes. The company unfortunately cannot continue to absorb these increases. We need the help of our
employees.
The external environment – Government budget cutbacks and the so-called Cadillac Tax in 2018. This will apply if Health Care Reform stays in
force.  If the annual cost of a plan is over a certain number ($10,200 for an individual and $27,500 for a family), the insurance company will
incur a 40% excise tax on the cost above the ceiling.  You can bet that will be passed on to employers.  Several of our plans would already be
considered a Cadillac plan, so we’re watching this very closely.

All of this is a concern to us because we want to continue offering competitive health care for our employees and their dependents.

Sabrina: How are health care premiums determined?

Char: Premiums for the regional HMOs are community-rated, so we don’t have much control over them.  Community-rated means that our
employee’s actual use of their HMO is pooled with everyone else in that HMO’s particular region when premiums are calculated. The HMO then
adjusts for Aerospace’s demographics to determine our specific premiums.  Premiums for the Anthem Blue Cross PPO, the Blue Cross
CaliforniaCare HMO, and Kaiser CA are based on our actual claims, not anticipated claims or an estimate based on the general marketplace.

Obviously if someone has a chronic or catastrophic illness, there are aspects of their health care that are beyond their control.  However, there are
situations where employees can make conscious decisions to use a less-expensive health care option and work to better manage chronic conditions
by taking advantage of disease management programs and health coaching support available to them. These kinds of proactive approaches can help
us better manage health care costs.  HMOs tend to be better controlled, so I’ll focus on the PPO plan for this discussion.

Sabrina: Can you give some examples?

Char: Certainly. If you’re using a PPO plan, for example, one of the best ways to help control costs is to stay within the network.

In 2011, we had $2.9 million in out-of-network claims. Out-of-network means the employee sought medical attention or services outside their PPO’s
network of doctors and services. Most of these were for mental health, chiropractors, and ambulatory outpatient surgery centers, where their PPO
doctor had an affiliation, but that affiliation was not part of the PPO network.

The doctor’s office tells the patient that the affiliated doctor or service will waive the deductible and treat the claim as if it was in-network.  That
benefits the patient, but the insurance company sees it, correctly, as out-of-network and has to pay the higher price. That’s an average of $2,958 per
claim, instead of the $782 for an in-network facility. The “savings” the employee sees is really almost three times the cost to the insurance company.
So in the short-term, the employee benefits, but long-term, they and all the other members of the PPO will have to pay higher costs because we’re
costing the insurance company a lot more than they’d have to pay if we were to stay in-network.

A good rule of thumb in these situations is any time you are referred by your doctor for services outside of their office, find out if that service is in-
network and if the service was authorized by the insurance company. Do that before you use the service. Your insurance company can help you
determine if the provider is contracted and if the procedure is covered under your plan.

Another example is the use of the emergency room, when an urgent care center could have been used to address your health issue. Urgent care
centers are much less expensive than ERs.

In 2011, we had 1000 emergency room claims for the PPO plan, at an average of $1200 a claim.  More than half of these visits could have been
handled at an urgent care center at an average cost of only $72. That means that for the cost of one emergency room visit, you could have gone to
urgent care 16 times.

Sabrina: How do employees know if they should go to the emergency or to urgent care?

Char: If it is a non-life-threatening event, employees should call the nurseline number on their PPO insurance card. The registered nurse who
answers your call will assess the situation and, if appropriate, direct you to their closest urgent care center.  The various HMOs have their own
requirements, so employees should check with their individual plan.

Sabrina: Do you have any other examples of actions employees can take to help reduce health care costs?

Char: Absolutely. In 2011, Aerospace employees enrolled in the Anthem PPO spent approximately $6.2 million on prescription medications. An
excellent way to save costs on prescription drugs is to use generics instead of name brands whenever possible.

The average generic prescription cost is $33. The average cost for a name brand of the same drug is $242 – an increase of $209. Again, the
employee sees only the copay cost up front, but the insurance company is billed for that $209 difference, and eventually employees see an increase
in overall health care premiums.

During 2011, only 63% percent of our employees filled prescriptions with generics, as compared to the national average of about 75%.  Every one-
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percent increase in our generic utilization rate results in a one- to two-percent decrease in our prescription drug costs. Therefore, if we could increase
our generic prescription drug utilization by only ten percent, to 73%, which is still under the national average, we should see a corresponding decrease
in our total prescription drug spending to between 10% and 20%.

The number-one most-used drug, Lipitor, became available as a generic in late 2011.  Blue Cross estimates that in 2012, the PPO plan will save an
estimated $280,472 because employees switched to the generic form. Similar savings can be seen if employees switch to the generics of other drugs
as they become available.

Employees have to careful, though.  When Lipitor became available as a generic, patients received a coupon from the manufacturer to pay only $4 a
month to continue getting the brand Lipitor.  Once again, the employee sees a near-term savings, but the  manufacturer  still billed Blue Cross for the
higher brand-name cost.  Again, transparent to the patient, but the plan paid the higher cost, and eventually, that cost is passed to the employees.

These are only a few examples of where employees covered under the PPO plan can take action to control and reduce medical costs both for
themselves and the corporation.

Sabrina: So what should we take away from all this?

Char: The bottom line is that employees need to become better-educated consumers and develop an awareness of the true cost of services,
especially those enrolled in the PPO plan.  Although they only see their copays, they have to keep in mind the total costs and how that affects our
premiums and, ultimately, the costs that are passed on to them each year.

Employees can help us control health care costs by being smart consumers and altering their behaviors when using their health care services. They
need to stay within their PPO network as much as possible, use urgent care instead of the emergency room, and purchase the less-expensive
generic medications.

During the next few months, we will be doing a series of communications and articles on ways that employees can become better health-care
consumers.  Only by everyone doing their part can we control premium increases and continue to offer competitive medical benefits for our
employees.

We’re currently working on the PPO and HMO medical plan design changes for 2013.  Details will be announced during Open Enrollment next
month.  Employees should make sure to carefully review the materials.

Sabrina: Char, thank you very much for being here today to explain and educate us on Aerospace’s health-care plans and consumer options.

Char: It was my pleasure.

The Candidate
Posted Oct. 17, 2012 · Article

Enjoy this video starring Mike Drennan, Anita Polite-Wilson, and Walt Sturrock. Click here for the Aerospace Institute and information on available
classes.

Team Honored for Quick Fix on Space Asset
Posted Oct. 16, 2012 · Feature

The team of Dr. Raymond de Gaston, senior project engineer; Dr.
Robert Pan, senior project leader; Ty Rudder, project engineer, all
of Directorate L, National Systems Group; and Dr. Brian McCarthy,
engineering specialist, Component Analysis and Test Office,
Engineering and Technology Group, was awarded a 2012
President’s Achievement Award “for innovative, rapid response
and sustained excellence in recovering national security program
performance.”

The Aerospace team was instrumental in determining the root
cause and solution of a mission-threatening problem on a national
security space asset.

These critical space-based assets were impacted by a system-

http://pages.aero.org/tai/
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wide single-point-failure that surfaced in a crucial subsystem. As a
result, fully half of the constellation was partially or completely
removed from service, and there was no alternative method to
deliver mission data to users without the affected subsystem.

The Aerospace team rapidly assessed the situation, identified a
broken cable as the root cause, and developed an innovative

solution to bring the damaged subsystem back to life. This was achieved by limiting the broken cable’s rotation in a gimbal assembly. The attitude
determination control system on the spacecraft was used to compensate for the damaged subsystem.

The team then initiated a technically sound, coordinated effort to inform and convince key stakeholders, including the prime contractor and various
government agencies, that this pragmatic solution had to be implemented to restore mission capability. This coordinated, documented effort by the
Aerospace team ultimately resulted in the successful recovery of the mission within a relatively short time period.

The team provided the necessary technical details and guidelines to the contractors to ensure that effective testing and analysis techniques were
applied so that similar problems will be avoided in the future.

The Aerospace team’s dedication and expertise permitted a 100-percent mission recovery. The award was presented Sept. 20.

A One-Time Parade
Posted Oct. 15, 2012 · Feature

The space shuttle Endeavour made its final journey on the
weekend of Oct. 12-14, taking more than two days to travel 12
miles through Los Angeles streets. The one-time parade attracted
crowds estimated at more than 1 million people altogether.

Enjoy some pictures of the parade below taken by Corporate
Communications photographer Frank Rohmer and Aerospace
employee Bob Pan. Click on any photo to begin the slideshow;
click on a photo again to return to this page.

Eric Hamburg

At the President's Achievement Award ceremony, left to right, Ty Rudder, Dr. Robert
Pan, Dr. Brian McCarthy, and Dr. Raymond de Gaston.

Bob Pan

The Endeavor takes up the whole street as it moves through Los Angeles on the
weekend of Oct. 12-14.
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Space Shuttle Close Up
Posted Oct. 12, 2012 · Feature

Aerospace employees Matthew Eby and Randall Williams — both
members of the team that won a President’s Achievement Award
this year for their work in characterizing foam debris risk to space
shuttle orbiters — recently had the opportunity to see the
Endeavour in a hangar at Los Angeles International Airport.

Orbiter photographer Elisa Haber documented their visit to the
United Airlines hangar, where the Endeavour was temporarily
housed while awaiting the start of a well-publicized 12-mile trek to
the California Science Center, which will be its permanent home.

Eby noted that although he has seen space shuttles several times
in a Florida hangar, they were always covered with scaffolding and
surrounded by machines and equipment. “This was the first time I
was able to see the entire shuttle,” he said. “It was pretty neat.”

Click on any image below to begin the slideshow. Click
again to get out of the slideshow and return to this page.
The photos continue on a second page.

Elisa Haber

Aerospace employee Randall Williams by the crew entryway to the space shuttle
Endeavour.
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Are You Ready to Go Digital?
Posted Oct. 11, 2012 · Article

As part of Aerospace’s Go Big initiative, Bruce Chudoba explains why the corporation needs to Go Digital.

Satellite Save Garners Award
Posted Oct. 10, 2012 · Feature

The team of Andrew Dawdy, principal director, EHF Systems,
Space Systems Group; Andrew Feistel, senior MTS; Dr. David
Garza, engineering specialist; Garrett Teahan, MTS, all of Flight
Design and Optimization; and Dr. Wayne Hallman, department
director, all of Flight Mechanics Department, Engineering and
Technology Group, was awarded a President’s Achievement
Award on Sept. 20 “for the development and implementation of an
innovative mission plan to recover the Advanced EHF SV1
spacecraft.”

The team played a critical role in the design, development, vetting,
and execution of innovative, optimized mission plans that
successfully transferred the Advanced EHF (or AEHF)-1 satellite
to its final mission orbit, where it is expected to provide full mission
life. This involved raising the the satellite’s orbit by more than
20,000 miles.

The AEHF system will provide worldwide secure, survivable
satellite communications to U.S. strategic and tactical forces
through all levels of conflict.

Following the launch of AEHF-1 in August 2010, a failure in its bi-propellant propulsion system required a complete redesign of the AEHF orbit
transfer to recover the satellite and its mission.

During an intense three-month period, this team, as part of the larger Aerospace/Air Force/contractor team, formulated, designed, simulated, and
vetted an innovative mission plan that included:

• Use of existing software tools, and creation of new ones, to develop a thruster burn strategy capable of maximizing fuel reserves;

• Collaboration with the satellite contractor to build confidence in executing optimal satellite maneuvers; and

• Communication of plans and alternatives to Air Force senior leadership enabling critical requirement decisions and approvals.

For a period of 57 weeks, until the satellite reached its final orbit, the Aerospace team provided crucial inputs to continuously re-optimize the
remaining transfer burns, adapting to the actual on-orbit performance. This ultimately allowed the AEHF spacecraft to reach its final orbit with enough
propellant to complete its intended 14-year mission.

Through these efforts, the Aerospace team provided a critical element to the recovery of this essential national security capability and an estimated
$2 billion.

Compito Wins President’s Award for Critical Mission Success
Posted Oct. 5, 2012 · Feature

Allen Venancio Compito, principal director, Reconnaissance
Systems, National Systems Group, received a 2012 President’s
Achievement Award on Sept. 20 for “steadfastly applying the
principles of mission assurance, leading to success on a critical
national security space mission.”

1 2 ►

Eric Hamburg

Satellite orbit-raising team, from left to right, Andrew Dawdy, Dr. Wayne Hallman, Dr.
David Garza, Andrew Feistel, and Garrett Teahan.
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Compito provided leadership and technical expertise to a group
tasked with delivering a new and vital space capability. The details
of this capability are classified.

Early in 2005, the program was virtually stalled by the years of
execution under the Total Systems Performance Responsibility
approach of the early decade. Compito led the effort to transform
the program into a viable entity, introducing and instilling a solid
mission assurance approach that was both effective and efficient.
He put forward concepts that led to design changes that helped
ensure mission performance over life and enhanced system
robustness.

Prior to the inaugural launch, Compito personally worked with the contractors to lead resolution of multiple significant technical issues, to ensure the
vehicle was ready to ship. Under his leadership, the Aerospace team became a trusted advisor to this customer and a teammate with the program
contractors, ensuring timely delivery of a high-quality system. His personal dedication to the success of the program was remarkable.

The successful deployment and operation of a critical asset are clearly indicative of his commitment to the values of Aerospace.

Delta IV Lofts Third GPS IIF to Orbit
Posted Oct. 4, 2012 · Feature

On the 55th anniversary of the opening of the Space Age, a Delta
IV rocket lifted the third GPS IIF satellite into orbit following a
launch from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station.

Flying in the Medium + (4,2) configuration with two solid rocket
boosters, the Delta IV lifted off from SLC-37B right at the opening
of the launch window at 8:10 a.m. EDT on Thursday, Oct. 4 .

“I’m very pleased to announce the successful launch of Delta IV
and its GPS IIF-3 satellite,” said Ray Johnson, vice president of
Space Launch Operations, on Thursday morning. “The second
stage has completed its third burn after a three-hour coast to the
final GPS orbit. The spacecraft has separated from stage two right
on target. Congratulations to both the Delta IV and GPS teams.”

The Space Age began on Oct. 4, 1957, when the Soviet Union
launched its first Sputnik satellite into orbit.

United in Diversity Membership Campaign Launches
Posted Oct. 4, 2012 · Article

October is Aerospace Totally Adaptable Group (ATAG) Month. This video is the first of eight affinity group videos, which will be presented over the
next year. The videos are designed to introduce employees to the benefits of belonging to an affinity group. Click here to learn more about ATAG’s
mission, vision, and goals.

Eric Hamburg

Allen Venancio Compito won a 2012 President's Achievement Award for applying
mission assurance principles to a national security project.

Rick Reyes

Aerospace employees Bill Uttenweiler, left, and Chuck Crisafulli, watch the Delta IV
launch from the edge of their parking lot. They are about three miles from the launch
pad.

http://pages.aero.org/atag/
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Reentry on the Record
Posted Oct. 3, 2012 · Feature

The fourth Aerospace-designed Reentry Breakup Recorder
returned to Earth Tuesday evening, Oct. 2, after successfully
recording data during the reentry and breakup of the European
Space Agency’s Automated Transfer Vehicle cargo ferry Edoardo
Amaldi, known as ATV-3.

Recording began when ATV-3, carrying a load of trash from the
International Space Station, entered the atmosphere and
continued through breakup of the spacecraft, release of REBR
during breakup, and REBR impact in the South Pacific Ocean.

According to REBR principal investigator Dr. Bill Ailor, a
preliminary viewing of the data looks good. Assessment and
analysis of the data is under way.

This is REBR’s fourth test flight and third success. Meanwhile,
work has begun on the next version of the device — REBR-
Wireless. The REBR-Wireless system will add a number of small,
wireless sensors attached to critical structural elements in the host

vehicle. REBR will record temperature, pressure, and other data from these small sensors as the host vehicle reenters and breaks apart. This data,
added to the data stream that REBR transmits after a reentry, will provide details on reentry heating of large unprotected structures that can be used
to verify reentry hazard prediction models and enable objects to be designed to minimize hazards to people and property after a reentry.

ATVs such as ATV-3 Edoardo Amaldi are the most complex space vehicles ever developed in Europe and are the largest resupply ships to dock with
the International Space Station. They are also the heaviest spacecraft in the world, weighing more than 20 tons at launch. ATV-3 was launched on
March 23.

The REBR-4 and REBR-3 were launched by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) in July. REBR-3 returned successfully last month.

REBR was developed by The Aerospace Corporation with funding and support from the Air Force Space and Missile Systems Center, the Air Force
Safety Center, The Boeing Company, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, and NASA Ames Research Center. REBR flight tests were integrated and
flown under the direction of the Department of Defense’s Space Test Program.

Click here to view an interview with Ailor on NASA TV.

Hispanic Heritage Month Speaker Lauds Diversity
Posted Oct. 1, 2012 · Feature

Air Force Col. Marlon Camacho, deputy director of the Launch and
Range Systems Directorate, Space and Missile Systems Center
(SMC), was the featured speaker at this year’s Aerospace
Hispanic Heritage Month celebration on Sept. 19.

Camacho spoke on the topic of the benefits of diversity, related
the background of his own family in shaping his identity, and
discussed the future of Hispanics in the workplace.

The event was organized by the Aerospace Latinos Members
Association and the SMC Diversity Committee.

National Hispanic Heritage Month, observed from Sept. 15 to Oct.
15, celebrates the histories, cultures, and contributions of
American citizens whose ancestors came from Spain, Mexico, the
Caribbean, and Central and South America.

The observation started in 1968 as Hispanic Heritage Week under
President Lyndon Johnson and was expanded by President
Ronald Reagan in 1988 to cover a 30-day period starting on Sept.

15 and ending on Oct.15. It was enacted into law on Aug. 17, 1988.

Sept. 15 is significant because it is the anniversary of independence for Latin American countries Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,

ESA, D. Ducros

An artist's rendition of the European Space Agency's ATV spacecraft.

Elisa Haber

Col. Marlon Camacho was the featured speaker at the Hispanic Heritage Month event.

http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/videogallery/index.html?media_id=152790671
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and Nicaragua. In addition, Mexico and Chile celebrate their independence days on Sept. 16 and Sept.18, respectively. Also, Columbus Day or Día
de la Raza, which is Oct. 12, falls within this 30-day period.

Click here to see a video of the entire event.

Leadership Series: FY13 Starts Now
Posted Oct. 1, 2012 · Article

Mike Drennan, senior vice president, Operations and Support Group, discusses the financial outlook for fiscal year 2013 and operating rules for the
beginning of the year.

Transcript

Steele: Thanks for taking time to tune in to our latest webcast leadership series. I’m Sabrina Steele, principal director with corporate communications
here at The Aerospace Corporation and today we have with us Mike Drennan. He’s the Senior Vice President for Operations and Support Group.
He’s going to talk to us about how we have ended up in FY12 and what things we are doing in FY13. So with that—welcome, Mike.

Drennan: Good morning Sabrina, how are you today?

Steele: Really good.

Drennan: Good.

Steele: Tell us…we are here in the last week of the fiscal year; how is FY 12 looking?

Drennan: Well we are in the last week of the fiscal year and, as always, it is very interesting the last week; and right now we are looking at the
indicators and the indicators are all very positive; it’s looking very good on the delivery side of the house and also on the cost control side of the
house.

So we really get our first set of data on the 5th of October and then a second closeout on the 12th of October so we will know more in final terms on
the 12th; but right now it is looking very, very good and my thanks to everyone for their involvement. I know we have had some ups and downs this
year, some directions and counter-directions, but it’s all ended up good in the end and that’s what counts and thanks to everyone.

Steele: Well, I’ve heard you and others talking about it’s like bringing a battleship into a small dock, so…

Drennan: That’s exactly right; we want it to be the battleship and not the Titanic so we work hard at it.

Steele: So on Monday we start FY 13.

Drennan: Right.

Steele: What does the FY13 budget look like?

Drennan: Right now, unfortunately, there are just a lot of unknowns in FY 13 and I think most people are aware that the biggest thing that’s hanging
out there is sequestration, and we have talked about that before. And that’s the budget control act that was passed a little while back where they had
to come up with some deficit reductions…they still have not done that yet and the 2nd of January is the key date and if those agreements are not
reached by that time, then automatic cuts will take place so until that time we have to enter FY13 very conservatively because we really don’t know
what’s going to happen to us. And therefore you are going to see a lot of the operating rules and the budgets that are going to be passed out are
going to be extremely conservative until we know exactly what is going on and we don’t anticipate that until probably early in this next year.

Steele: Mike, how long do you expect this conservative approach to the beginning of the year to last?

Drennan: That’s a great question. You know with sequestration coming in early January and with the election season the way it is right now we’re
probably not going to know for a while. We don’t expect anything before the elections, and even after the election with the “lame duck” session. Not
sure anything is going to happen so probably early into next year is the earliest we’ll know.

The good thing is that things may turn out better than we anticipate and if they do we have some really good plans on how to increase the funding in
many of the areas that could use it that would benefit the corporation and benefit our employees so we look forward to that answer and we can go
either direction and we hope it is a positive direction.

http://pages.aero.org/alma/activitiesevents/national-hispanic-heritage-month/hispanic-heritage-month-2012/
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Steele: So how is this year different from last year it seems like we always enter the year conservatively?

Drennan: And you are exactly right…we do….we usually are very conservative at the beginning of the year because we don’t know the budgets
when we enter the year but on top of that normal is the sequestration which could have some severe impacts. Now fortunately, we planned for
sequestration and we’ve got some plans in place, and that is why we are going to enter the year even more conservatively this year than we do on a
normal year.

Steele: So, we talk about conservative–what does that mean on a day to day basis what would employees need to know, what do department
managers need to know in this environment?

Drennan: That’s a good question. I’ve got a few notes I’m going to refer to because I am going to talk about the temporary operating rules that are
going to be published right at the beginning of the year so they will be out very very soon. And those temporary operating rules cover a number of
things.

For example, hiring: Because of the unknowns and uncertainties, we are once again going to be very careful with our external hiring at the beginning
of the year, so all external hires are actually going to come into my office for a review and final approval. We will continue that process over at least
the beginning part of this next year until we know what the budgets are.

Also, surge: You know that at the end of the year with the reduction in force we had, we had to ramp up the surge a little bit to meet the demands at
the end of the year. We knew that was going to happen but when we enter the first of the year we are going to dampen that down again, once again
because of the unknowns. We are going to ask for EWW to go back to the normal HR 2–4 rules so you have to get approval ahead of time and just
follow that process once again. As far as temporary work goes, we are really looking for temporary and EWW to really be mission critical kinds of
activities at the beginning of the year until we know better what our budgets and our demand really are.  Same things with casuals and consultants,
we are going to watch those carefully on the direct side of the house but even more carefully on the indirect side of the house because those are
overhead costs so I am actually asking for plans from people who use indirect casuals and consultants–overhead dollars–to submit plans to me for
review, and we’ll take a good hard look at those plans to make sure those in fact are mission-critical needs.

Purchase services: We are going to ask that those be minimal, absolutely minimal; just for core business is really what we are looking for there.
Overhead and indirect purchases: We are going to ask you to either cancel those or defer those to after the first quarter. Once again, we are trying
to save every dollar we can to make sure we are positioned for the worst-case scenario.

Other direct costs: Same thing, please cancel or defer if you possibly can unless it is mission-critical activity. Travel (direct and indirect travel): We
are going to ask you to watch those costs. We anticipate dollar ceilings again this year from our customers, so even on the direct side of the house
travel it is very important to hold down costs as much as we can, and also on the indirect travel.  Core business is what we are looking for; if [travel]
is for other [reasons] than that we are asking you to defer it delay it until we know better what our budgets are.

Conferences and training is another area where we spend overhead dollars we’d ask you to be very careful in conferences and training, especially if
you have to travel. If you have to travel we ask you to defer that if you possibly can. If you must go, just please watch your expenses the best that
you possibly can.

And FWOs and computer activities, we are going to ask those basically be cut off for the first part of the year. We will be doing some planning to
make sure we are ready to execute FWOs but actually as far as doing any FWO or computer buys we are going to be very, very limited in what we
do at the beginning of the year.

Steele: so FWOs, those are facility work orders

Drennan: Thank you. Yes, those are facility work orders.

Steele: You know we have a lot of acronyms.

Drennan: We do we have too many acronyms but that’s exactly what those are.

Steele: [FWOs) have to do with facilities changes that are maybe something bigger than hanging a picture on the wall.

Drennan: That’s exactly right--modifications to facilities that probably need to be done but we are going to ask that they not be done in the first
quarter until we know the budgets a little bit better.

Steele: Did you also want to say anything else? We’ve had an ongoing emphasis on timekeeping.

Drennan: Right!

Steele: That seems [as if it’s] probably going to continue on into this fiscal year.

Drennan: Yes, and actually the timekeeping part of it I would like to address to employees. [Timekeeping] is very important to us and something that
we all have to be vigilant on and we continue to have some problems with timekeeping so it is very important that you accurately record your time
daily. Make sure you have the proper JOs that you have been authorized to work on and that you are working on and you have products to support
those but we ask that happen, we will get another timecard audit and it is very important that we have our act together and if you would please help
us out with the timekeeping we would in fact appreciate that.
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Steele: How long do you anticipate this conservative approach to FY13 to last?

Drennan: The conservative approach really is going to last until we know what the budgets are. We think that the 2nd of January is a key date. If
Congress does not act before then, and they may not–this being an election year. It’s always very difficult for them to get their act together in an
election year with the “lame duck” Congress, as they call it, after an election and before the first of the year. They could do something. We are not
sure if they might, but until we really know what sequestration does, whether or not it’s implemented, and what our budgets are, we are going to be
very conservative until that time so early next year probably.

Steele: Looking into the quarter, we typically have open enrollment for medical benefits in November.

Drennan: Right.

Steele: What is that looking like for this year?

Drennan: Benefits is another area that we are taking a good hard look at. Budget is one reason that we are taking a look at it because the benefits
expenses are significant for us but, at the same time, benefits are very important to our employees and we want to make sure we give the best
benefits and healthcare programs that we possibly can. We are very proud that our healthcare program meets or exceeds any in the local area;
however, the pressure is on us and there is a second part of it other than the budget pressure and that’s the Healthcare Act, and I know  people are
familiar with that and more and more implementation occurs every year and we are in a position with the Healthcare Act that there is a provision
called the Cadillac plan which kicks in in 2018  and our plan is rich enough that if we continue it with what we have today we would in fact be 
considered a Cadillac plan in 2018  and there is a very large excise tax that goes with that if you have a Cadillac plan so we are slowly transitioning
out of the Cadillac plan category and we are trying to do that each year a little bit at a time so that we soften the impact on the employees so really
there is a couple of things working on benefits. There will be some changes–hopefully the employees will not view them as significant changes–but
there are some changes coming.

Steele: Isn’t there also going to be an increased emphasis on wellness?

Drennan: Absolutely, absolutely, because a lot of the healthcare programs in particular are based upon what your population does the prior year. If
there is a lot of sickness and a lot of illness, your premiums are going to go up. Therefore, it is very important to have wellness programs and
continue to try to have your employees as well as they possibly can, so we are going to continue our wellness walks, we are going to continue our
educational programs, we are going to continue to provide many things to our employees, and healthcare companies are doing that too, so it’s a very
important component.

Steele: Is there anything else you like to say as we come into FY13? Anything you want employees to be mindful of?

Drennan: No, I just want to thank the employees for a very wonderful FY12. Even with all the difficulties we’ve had, your performance has been
marvelous. Once again, just keep supporting those customers. We talked about this in the last webcast but that is so very important to us; if the
demand is there and the customers appreciate what we do, we are going to have the work, we are going to have the business, and it is going to be
just fine–so please continue to do that.

Steele: Mike, thanks so much for taking time to talk to us about FY13. And I want to thank each and every one of you for taking the time to tune into
the latest in our webcast series.

October Obituaries
Posted Oct. 1, 2012 · In Memoriam

Sincere sympathy is extended to the families of:

Ranendra Bose, member of the technical staff, hired July 10, 1978, retired Nov. 1, 1986, died Aug. 21.
Ernest Brock, member of the technical staff, hired April 4, 1966, retired May 1, 1991, died Sept. 8.
Robert Clauser, principal director, hired May 20, 1964, retired July 1, 1988, died Aug. 21.
John Dupuis, senior project engineer, hired Jan. 12, 1987, retired April 1, 2010, died Sept. 17.
Welkey Hogan, hired Aug. 7, 1972, died Aug. 29.
Joseph Howell, project engineer, hired Nov. 19, 1973, retired Oct. 1, 1993 died Sept. 2.
Ralph Moody, member of the technical staff, hired July 6, 1964, retired Feb. 1, 1979, died Sept. 28.
Elizabeth Packard, member of the administrative staff, hired Feb. 13, 1961, retired June 1, 1989, died Aug. 22.
William Palmer, member of the technical staff, hired June 8, 1964, retired April 1, 1986, died Sept. 4.
Eric Schrumm, member of the technical staff, hired Jan. 14, 2008, retired June 1, 2012, died Sept. 7.
Earl Shropshire, office of the technical staff, hired Oct. 3, 1960, retired Aug. 1, 2008, died Aug. 25.
William Smith, project engineer, hired Aug. 31, 1976, retired March 1, 1994, died Sept. 7.
Robert Walter, senior research specialist, hired Feb. 21, 1961, retired Oct. 1, 1993, died Sept. 13.

To notify Aerospace of a death and have it included in the Orbiter, please contact Cynthia Evans in Human Resources at 310-336-5806.
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October Notes
Posted Oct. 1, 2012 · In Appreciation

Notes of appreciation to fellow employees and Aerospace for thoughtfulness and sympathy have been received from:

Virginia Bixler, for the recent passing of her father, Earl Rogers.
Christopher Dunbar, for the recent passing of his father, Bruce Dunbar.
Ron Hovden, for the recent passing of his guardian, Ruby Hovden.
Frank Knight, for the recent passing of his mother, Ruth Knight.
Edmund Vierzba, on the recent passing of his wife, Caroline Vierzba.

 

To submit a note of appreciation to Aerospace, please contact Valerie Jackson in Human Resources at 310-336-0891.

 

             

October Anniversaries
Posted Oct. 1, 2012 · Anniversaries

35 YEARS

Engineering and Technology Group:  Joseph Anselmi, Angela Burke

Operations and Support Group: Richard Humphrey

 30 YEARS 

Engineering and Technology Group:  Susan Crain, Grace King, Garry Nakamura

Operations and Support Group: Andy Taggart

 25 YEARS

Engineering and Technology Group:  Heinrich Bringentoff, Eric Johnson, Curtis Ogawa, Daniel Vanderwarker

Executive Offices: Cassandra Veliz

National Systems Group: Gayle Uyehara

Space Systems Group: David Bart, Wayne Goodman, Ray Johnson, Julio Rivera 

20 YEARS

Civil and Commercial Operations: John Burling

Engineering and Technology Group:  Douglas Brinkman, Gregory Fruth, Walter Green

Executive Offices:  Mark Goodman

National Systems Group: Patricia Marsh, Alan Prothe, Jason Shimshi

Space Systems Group: Thomas Duncan

Systems Planning, Engineering, and Quality: Douglas Holker, Wayne Webb 
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15 YEARS

Civil and Commercial Operations: Martha Callaway

Engineering and Technology Group:  Teresa Moore, Laura Starr

National Systems Group: Rebecca McKenna, Eve Schneider

Operations and Support Group: Margaret Kearney-Soranno, Joseph Oliverio, Marsha Russell, Velma Senaga, Linda Wong-Yu

10 YEARS

Civil and Commercial Operations: Paul Nordin

Engineering and Technology Group:  Andrew Turner

National Systems Group: Sara Miller

Operations and Support Group: Sharon Elder, Radford Hunt, Gary Nilges, Robert Takata

Space Systems Group: Steven Aspey, Anibal Jaimes, James Warniak

Systems Planning, Engineering, and Quality: Deborah Garcia 

5 YEARS

Civil and Commercial Operations: Rajiv Kohli

Engineering and Technology Group: Benjamin Bowes, Jee Cha, Kuo-Liang Chiou, Anh Dang, Michelle Dobard-Anderson, Bryan Jacoby, Ching
Kong

National Systems Group: Francis Haughey, William Reed

Operations and Support Group: Melissa Morgan, Michael Wells

Space Systems Group: Jamie Dronen, Rey Rojo

Systems Planning, Engineering, and Quality: Nathan Harnagel, Colleen Stover
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